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a b s t r a c t 

This paper evaluates a new and adaptive real-time cadence detection algorithm (CDA) for unconstrained 

sensor placement during walking and running. Conventional correlation procedures, dependent on sensor 

position and orientation, may alternately detect either steps or strides and consequently suffer from false 

negatives or positives. To overcome this limitation, the CDA validates correlation peaks as strides using 

the Sylvester’s criterion (SC). This paper compares the CDA with conventional correlation methods. 

22 volunteers completed 7 different circuits (approx. 140 m) at three gaits-speeds: walking 

(1.5 m s −1 ), running (3.4 m s −1 ), and sprinting (5.2 and 5.7 m s −1 ), disturbed by various gait-related 

activities. The algorithm was simultaneously evaluated for 10 different sensor positions. Reference strides 

were obtained from a foot sensor using a dedicated offline algorithm. 

The described algorithm resulted in consistent numbers of true positives (85.6–100.0%) and false pos- 

itives (0.0–2.9%) and showed to be consistently accurate for cadence feedback across all circuits, subjects 

and sensors (mean ± SD: 98.9 ± 0.2%), compared to conventional cross-correlation (87.3 ± 13.5%), biased 

(73.0 ± 16.2) and unbiased (82.2 ± 20.6) autocorrelation procedures. 

This study shows that the SC significantly improves cadence detection, resulting in robust results for 

various gaits, subjects and sensor positions. 

© 2018 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

All forms of human locomotion are cyclic in nature. Under-

tandably, the detection of the fundamental movement frequency

cadence) is of interest and has served as a basis for physical ac-

ivity assessment [1,2] , activity recognition [3,4] and detection of

patiotemporal events within the gait cycle (e.g. initial contact, toe-

ff) [5–8] . In addition, cadence is related to energy expenditure in

unning [12] , swimming [9] , skating [10] and rowing [11] and im-

act forces [13] in running. The use of electronic devices, such as

port watches and smartphones, is rapidly increasing [14] . These

evices are commonly equipped with tri-axial accelerometers used

o provide feedback on cadence. However, the devices are carried

t many different locations on the body, while sensor orientation

nd position may have a large impact on the accuracy of cadence

etection. Especially the smartphone is often loosely fixated and
arried with variable orientation. Cadence detection is further chal- 
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enged by gait transitions and variation between activities, such as

alking, running and climbing stairs and by gait-related interrup-

ions, such as stopping, going through a fence, or stepping over an

bstacle. Lastly, the algorithms are expected to provide real-time

eedback and consequently computation on the device is required.

learly, the diverse usage of devices in everyday conditions chal-

enges algorithms for accurate cadence detection. 

Different approaches to estimate cadence have been pro-

osed. Approaches can be divided in clustering, time-domain and

requency-domain techniques [15] . Each approach has specific ad-

antages and disadvantages. The clustering techniques require

raining of a model, which makes generalization and quick adap-

ation across various situations and sensor orientations difficult. In

he time-domain, acceleration signals are typically first low-pass

ltered before detection of peak or zero-crossings [15,16] . The dis-

dvantage is that variations in sensor position, sensor fixation, ter-

ain and activity require dynamic thresholds for peak detection.

ensor position and movement intensity alter the signal-to-noise

atio, which makes peak detection in the time-domain prone to

alse positives or negatives [17] . 

Alternatively, the cadence can be estimated in the frequency

omain using the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) [6,17–19] .

isadvantage of the FFT are resolution problems that occur

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.medengphy.2017.12.007
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/medengphy
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.medengphy.2017.12.007&domain=pdf
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depending on the choice of the (time) window length [15] . With

long windows, the accuracy of the frequency estimate is reduced

and feedback will be delayed [17] . On the other hand, short win-

dows reduce the relative power at the dominant frequency and

consequently the reliability of the estimate. Wavelet analysis has

been introduced as an alternative [21] . However, the optimiza-

tion process underlying the wavelet analysis makes the computa-

tional load relatively high [21] and therefore wavelet analysis is

considered to be less useful for real-time analysis and on-sensor

processing. 

Correlation procedures share advantages and disadvantages

with frequency domain techniques, but the correlation spectrum

corresponds directly with the time-domain ( Figs. 2 and 3 ). In walk-

ing and running, peak correlation coefficients are found when the

original signal and its time-delayed copy (autocorrelation) have an

overlap of one step or stride, depending on the sensor position

and orientation. The correlation peaks represent the average pe-

riodicity over the chosen window. Crucial steps in correlation pro-

cedures are the choice of the window length, selection of the sig-

nal and the procedure to detect the peak that represents the true

fundamental movement frequency. As an alternative to autocorre-

lation, cross-correlation procedures are used for template matching

[16,20] , where an online or offline defined template is correlated

to the signal. A disadvantage of template-matching is that the tem-

plate has to resemble the signal quite closely for accurate detection

and therefore is prone to suffer from mismatches. Cross-correlation

procedures [15,22,23] can also be applied without a pre-defined

template, which may improve generalizability and adaptiveness.

Cross-correlation procedures without pre-defined templates com-

pare sequential movement traces. 

When the orientation of the sensor is known, the vertical accel-

eration is often isolated [17,24] and used for the correlation proce-

dure. Note that changes in sensor orientation during the activity

may reduce accuracy. When the orientation is unknown, two solu-

tions are often applied: 

(i) The orientation of the sensor’s local axes is re-aligned to

match the global (earth) orientation. To this end, gyroscopes (and

magnetometers) are often used. Note that the re-alignment should

be representative throughout the movement. For real-time process-

ing, the processing of multiple sensors simultaneously is disadvan-

tageous for the computational load and battery life [15] . 

(ii) Alternatively, the magnitude of the acceleration signal is cal-

culated [17,24] . Note that by calculating the magnitude, directional

information is lost. Consequently, the signal frequency increases,

which may increase the number of false positives. Without differ-

entiation between half cycles (steps) versus whole cycles (strides)

the algorithm is dependent on the sensor position. Centrally placed

sensors will tend to detect steps, while sensors placed on the limbs

will tend to detect strides. The sensors placed outside the mid-

line but central on the body, such as sensors placed round the

hip, will likely result in inaccurate cadence detection since they

will inconsequently detect steps or strides. Moreover, when the

goal is to detect steps, asymmetrical gait patterns, orientation, fixa-

tion and mediolateral placement will likely cause differences in left

and right acceleration patterns. Such situations occur frequently in

everyday conditions and may reduce the power of correlation be-

tween sequential steps. We reasoned that the correlation between

two sequential strides may provide more stable cadence estimation

and prevent step-stride confusions by verifying correlation peaks

using the Sylvester’s criterion (SC). The SC requires all directions

of the reference signal to correlate positively with all directions of

the incoming signal, this prevents the need to isolate a certain axis

or to combine axes and makes the algorithm independent of sen-

sor orientation. 

Previous studies have described algorithms with reasonable

to good results for the estimation of movement frequencies.
hese algorithms were often specifically designed for walking (e.g.

4,6,17,24] ). Moreover, as argued by others, validation protocols

ave been often overly simplified and did not represent the vari-

bility of everyday conditions [2,15,17] . Furthermore, many algo-

ithms rely on specific constraints, often sensor position and orien-

ation have to be known and/or multiple sensors have to be used

4,6] . To our knowledge, there is no algorithm yet capable of deal-

ng simultaneously with (i) unconstrained sensor placement; (ii)

veryday conditions and (iii) real-time processing on the sensor.

herefore, the goal of the current study was to design and validate

n algorithm that accurately detects strides and provides cadence

eedback during walking and running under unconstrained condi-

ions. 

. Material and methods 

.1. Subjects 

Twenty-two healthy subjects (nine females, thirteen males,

8 ± 2.9 yrs, 178 ± 9.5 cm and 70 ± 10 kg) participated in this study.

ubjects were recruited from the university population. All subjects

rovided written consent approved by the local ethics committee

f the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam in accordance with the guide-

ines set out in the Helsinki Declaration regarding human research.

.2. Equipment 

Accelerometer data were gathered from 3 Samsung Galaxy S4

hones (136.6 × 69.8 × 7.9 mm, 130 g (weight), 100 Hz, ±19.6 g

range)) and 7 small 9-DOF IMU’s (MPU-9150, Invensense, San Jose,

SA: 35 × 25 × 11 mm, ±12.5 g (weight), 500 Hz, ±16.0 g (range)).

ensor fixation differed per position, the sensors on the leg were

trapped with elastic bands, shoe-sensors were taped, one phone

as worn in the trouser pocket, the phones carried on the upper

rm and around the waist (on the back) were placed in commer-

ial neoprene belts and a dummy phone with a sensor was held in

he hand. To measure speed, a GPS watch (Garmin Forerunner 620)

as used. Activities were labelled afterwards using video footage

60 Hz) of three cameras. To enable actual implementation on the

martphone, the algorithm was simultaneously optimized for Java

ode and tested on Samsung Galaxy S4 phones. However, this

aper focusses on the method and analysis performed offline in

atlab. 

.3. Protocol 

Subjects had to walk or run outdoors back and forth on seven

ifferent circuits (distances of about 140 m, 210 m and 50 m) at

hree freely chosen gait speeds: walking, running, sprinting. Sprint-

ng was performed under two conditions: with a sudden start and

top and with gradual acceleration and deceleration. Within each

ircuit, the regularity of the movement was interrupted by short

ait-related activities, such as turns, jumping, slalom, speed lad-

er, answering the phone and stair walking. To further challenge

he algorithm, most circuits were performed twice, once on paved

nd once on a grass surface ( Table 1 ). Participants were free to fix-

te the 10 sensors in a way they felt comfortable for running. The

esearcher only assisted with the placement of these sensors. Prior

o the measurements, participants were informed about the type of

ctivity, without detailed instructions on the execution of the ac-

ivity. The IMU’s started sampling simultaneously once they were

emoved from their power source. To synchronize the smartphones

ith the IMUs and video footage, the participants were asked to

ake a jump prior to the actual experiment, which caused a clear

eak in the acceleration signal that was used for synchronization. 
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Table 1 

Circuits. The subjects completed 7 different circuits interrupted by various gait-related activities performed on two types of surfaces. The length of the long jump 

was freely chosen. For the speed ladder and the slalom 6 lines, 60 cm apart in running direction where taped to the ground. Line 1, 3, 5 had 60 cm overlap with 

line 2, 4, 6 in sideward direction. In the speed ladder condition, subjects had to place their feet between the lines. During the slalom, the subjects had to slalom 

between the lines. The stair consisted of 11 steps. During answering the phone condition, the phone was picked up from the trouser pocket and held against the 

ear for approximately 10 m during walking. 

Circuit Activity Surface 

First time Second time 

1 Run (70 m) Turn_1 Run (20 m) Walk (30 m) Run (20 m) Paved 

2 Run (20 m) Jump ( ±2 m) Run (48 m) Turn_1 Run (47 m) Slalom (3 m) Run (20 m) Paved Grass 

3 Run (20 m) Speed ladder (3 m) Run (47 m) Turn_1 Run (47 m) Speed ladder (3 m) Run (20 m) Grass Paved 

4 Sprint 1 (70 m) Turn_1 Walk (30 m) Answer phone (10 m) Run (20 m) Grass 

5 Sprint 2 (105 m) Turn_2 Run (65 m) Answer phone (10 m) Walk (20 m) Paved Grass 

6 Walk (12 m) Stair up (11 steps) Walk (12 m) Turn_3 Walk (12 m) Stair down (11 steps) Walk (12 m) Paved Paved 

7 Run (12 m) Stair up (11 steps) Run (12 m) Turn_3 Run (12 m) Stair down (11 steps) Run (12 m) Paved Paved 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the CDA. The process follows 7 steps: (1, 2) First two steps, 

tri-axial accelerations are determined and buffered. (3) During pre-processing jit- 

ter is removed and sample frequency is interpolated to 50 Hz. (4) Before further 

calculations are performed there is a compliant check to verify that there is suf- 

ficient amplitude to count as a movement. (5) Subsequently, the duration of the 

cycle is determined by verifying peaks with the Sylvester’s criterion (SC). (6) For 

demarcation of the cycle boundaries, the algorithm ‘snaps’ to a nearby point with 

low summed acceleration. (7) Lastly, cadence is calculated from the result of the 

correlation spectrum. 
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. Algorithm design 

We reasoned that the detection of strides may be preferred

ver the detection of steps to provide more robust results and

ore similar output across sensor positions. The developed algo-

ithm is in essence a cross-correlation procedure, where, like con-

entional procedures, the distance between correlation peaks cor-

espond with periodicity of the signal (step or stride cadence).

owever, with conventional methods spurious correlation peaks

o occur, causing false positives in the step or stride detection.

o reduce the number of false positives, the detected correlation

eaks are subsequently verified using the Sylvester’s criterion (SC).

 peak is verified as a cycle (stride) when the accelerations in all

irections of the preceding signal (part A) correlate positively with

ll directions in the incoming signal (part B). The algorithm as a

hole is further referred to as the Cadence Detection Algorithm

CDA) and will be explained in greater detail in the next section. 

.1. Pre-processing 

Fig. 1 describes the seven-step algorithm. The first three steps

f the algorithm are required for pre-processing and to verify sen-

or movement. First acceleration data, initially a 4 s epoch, are

uffered. The first 2 s (A) are correlated with the last 2 s (B) in the

uffer. The duration of A remains 2 s during the process. The buffer

ength of B starts with 2 s and is adjusted in next iterations accord-

ng to recent determined cycle durations ( Fig. 1 ). Once the buffer

ontains sufficient data, the accelerometer data are pre-processed.

he buffered tri-axial accelerations are resampled by linear inter-

olation to 50 Hz and smoothed with a 4th order median filter.

he interpolation is done mainly to remove jitter (fluctuating sam-

le rate), in view of later implementation on the smart-phone. In

he fourth step of the algorithm, a compliant movement check

s done to decide if the signal contains a potentially meaning-

ul movement. The pre-processed signal is considered to contain

 potentially meaningful movement when the square root of the

ummed variance of the pre-processed signal exceeds 0.5 m s −2 

 Eq. (1) ). Resampling and the movement check are useful to reduce

he computational load. The threshold for the movement detection

0.5 m s −2 ) was derived from the measured data in this study and

ound to be sufficiently sensitive to include all real events. 

ov ement = 

√ 

v ar ( B x ) , + v ar ( B y ) + v ar ( B z ) > 0 . 5 m · s −2 (1)

.2. Detection and validation 

The fifth step of the algorithm is the most relevant step for un-

erstanding the benefit of the current algorithm, as it distinguishes

his algorithm from previous correlation procedures by validating

he correlation peaks. A mathematical description of these steps
an be found in Appendix A . When part B has a negative over-

ap of exactly one movement cycle (stride) a correlation peak is

xpected in the correlation spectrum. With validation of this peak,

he algorithm can determine whether the peak indeed corresponds

ith one cycle. To this end, four sub-steps are applied: (a) All three

irections in part A of the acceleration signal are cross-correlated

ith all three directions in part B, resulting in nine (3 × 3) corre-

ation traces. (b) The correlation traces are summed and differen-

iated. Peaks are denoted by the change in sign from positive to

egative. (c) The nine correlation traces at the selected peak in-

ex are 3rd-order averaged. (d) The SC is applied to verify each

eak and two neighbouring samples. The SC is applied on M . M 
i i 
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Fig. 2. Sylvester’s Criterion verification for a step and stride. The figure illustrates the correlation procedure and the resulting correlation matrix summed with its transpose. 

The second signal slides back over the first signal. With the overlap of one step, this results in the left correlation matrix. With the overlap of one stride, the result is shown 

in the right correlation matrix. When the correlation matrix is positive definite (at the stride), the Sylvester’s Criterion tests positive. This is the case when acceleration 

signals of all directions are positively correlated. 

Table 2 

Activity descriptive statistics (total, median, interquartile range (IQR)) for various activities and over all subjects. 

Activities Activities count Stride count Duration (s) Speed (m s −1 ) 

Total Median ± IQR Total Median ± IQR Total Median ± IQR Median ± IQR 

Walk a 204 11 ± 1 799 34 ± 14 1885 9.6 ± 5.5 1.5 ± 0.4 

Run a 669 33 ± 7 54 4 4 242 ± 80 4400 5.5 ± 5.2 3.4 ± 1.3 

Sprint 1 a 23 1 ± 0 347 15 ± 4 207 8.8 ± 2.9 5.7 ± 3.6 

Sprint 2 21 1 ± 0 554 30 ± 7 357 17.1 ± 4.7 5.2 ± 1.9 

Turn a 241 12 ± 2 1121 56 ± 30 881 3.0 ± 1.7 3.2 ± 2.0 

Answer phone a 42 2 ± 0 556 26 ± 6 583 13.3 ± 4.0 2.0 ± 0.9 

Slalom 

a 69 3 ± 0 508 25 ± 8 346 5.0 ± 1.3 3.3 ± 0.9 

Speed ladder a 74 4 ± 0 318 16 ± 6 186 2.5 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 0.9 

Stair_up b 70 4 ± 0 405 23 ± 2 334 4.2 ± 2.3 1.9 ± 1.2 

Stair_down b 70 4 ± 0 379 22 ± 2 285 4.1 ± 1.7 1.8 ± 0.9 

Sprint1: sudden start and stop. Sprint2: gradual speed increase/decrease. 
a Activity was performed on pavement and grass. 
b Activity was performed during walking and running. 
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is calculated by the correlation matrix at the peak, summed with

its transpose ( Eq. (2) ). The SC states that the 3 × 3 matrix M i is

positive-definite if the determinants associated with all upper-left

submatrices of M i are positive ( Eq. (3) ). This indicates a positive

correlation independent of sensor orientation (see Appendix A for

details). 

M i = X 

m 

i + X 

m T 
i (2)

S C i = det 
(
M i, ( 1 , 1 ) 

)
> 0 & det 

(
M i, ( 1 , 1 ) , ( 1 , 2 ) , ( 2 , 1 ) , ( 2 , 2 ) 

)
> 0 & det ( M i ) > 0 (3)

3.3. Adjustment of the cycle demarcation 

The sixth step of the algorithm is used to refine stride duration

and demarcate cycle boundaries. Note that correlation peaks do

not necessarily coincide with spatiotemporal events such as heel

strike. Therefore, also small phase shifts between sequential strides

may cause small errors in the determined stride duration. As a

generic solution, the stride duration is corrected by snapping from

the estimated cycle-end, to a point where acceleration is mini-

mal. To this end, the accelerations are mean-centered and summed

within the range of ±0.5 times the cycle duration (period) around

point j ( Eq. (4) ). The positive to negative zero-crossing nearest to j

is chosen as cycle-end. For ongoing movements, this point is used

as the start of the next cycle, resulting in a recurring unspecified
patiotemporal moment within the cycle. 

c c xyz = 

j+0 . 5 ∗period ∑ 

i = j−0 . 5 ∗period 

〈 a x,i 〉 + 〈 a y,i 〉 + 〈 a z,i 〉 (4)

Where j is the index estimated by the period found in step 5. 

.4. Buffer length adjustment 

Finally, the algorithm goes back to step 1, but buffer length

s adjusted. A minimal buffer length reduces computational load

nd prevents feedback latency. The required length of the buffer

s estimated from the previous cycles and depends on the pres-

nce of a cycle in the previous iteration. When a cycle has been

ound in the immediately preceding iteration, 1.5 times the aver-

ge cycle length over the last 5 iterations is used to determine the

ext buffer length, where missing cycles are ignored. Note that the

uffer length is slightly over-estimated to ensure inclusion of a full

ycle in the next iteration. When the preceding iteration did not

esult in a positive outcome, the buffer length is estimated by mul-

iplying the current buffer length by 1.2 to a maximum of 2 s. The

caling of 1.2 times the buffer length was determined empirically

nd the maximum of 2 s corresponds with 30 strides ·min 

−1 , which

s sufficiently long for any kind of walking and running. Note, that

he buffer length is adjusted to the most recently found cycle du-

ations, e.g. it will shorten in length when cadence is increasing

nd vice versa. 
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.5. Cadence feedback 

In the seventh step, cadence is calculated using Eq. (5) after

hich the signal is 5th-order median filtered. Where ( t i − t i + 1 )
enotes the difference in timestamps associated with the strides. 

adence = 60 / ( t i − t i +1 ) (5) 

.6. Reference signal 

To evaluate the CDA, reference strides were found using a sec-

nd, offline algorithm written to detect landing impacts from foot

ensor data. For the reference algorithm, the gyroscope and data

ere low-pass Butterworth filtered (resp. 10 Hz, 5th order and

 Hz, 1st order). Strides were detected by the zero-crossings from

he filtered gyroscope data and preserved if they were accompa-

ied by both an average gyroscope peak above 5 ° s −1 and a square

oot summed squared acceleration peak above 12 m s −2 . Visual in-

pection of the accelerometer and gyroscope traces in combination

ith video footage was used to verify the reference strides and

poradic corrections were made manually where needed. 

. Analysis 

First, the performance of the CDA was evaluated for the 10 sen-

or positions by comparison with the reference strides. To this end,

oth true positives (TP) and false positives (FP) were calculated.

econd, the cadence feedback was compared with three conven-

ional correlation procedures. The data were processed and anal-

sed with (R2014b, MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). 

.1. Direct comparison with reference strides 

The calculation of the TP’s and the FP’s was done as follows.

irst, the detected strides were paired with the reference strides

ased on minimal differences in timing. Matching pairs signify

P’s, while detected strides lacking a reference counterpart signify

P’s and the remaining reference strides represent false negatives

FN). For the various sensors, the timing of cycle demarcation is

ot expected to coincide exactly with reference strides measured

t the foot. Therefore, the difference between TP’s and the ref-

rence signal was first calculated; 3rd-order median filtered and

ubtracted from the timestamps of the strides detected by the al-

orithm. With the correction for a possible small (several ms) shift,

he TP’s were then re-calculated. The TP’s and FP’s were expressed

s percentages of the total number of reference strides (resp. TPR

nd FPR). To take into account both the TP’s and FP’s, F1-scores

ere used ( Eq. (6) ) as calculated according to Bejarano et al. [6] .

he F1 scores were used to compare the accuracy of the 10 sensor

ositions in a one-way ANOVA over the subject’s. Games-Howel

osthoc analysis was performed to determine significant main ef-

ects ( p < .05). 

 recision ( P ) = T P/ ( T P + F P ) (6)

ecall ( R ) = T P/ ( T P + F N ) 

 1 score = 2 P R/ ( P + R ) 

.2. Calculation of cadence feedback 

The ultimate goal of the algorithm described is to provide ca-

ence feedback. To evaluate the accuracy of CDA in this regard, the

adence signal (from step 7) was interpolated to a 3 Hz grid, to

llow direct comparison with the reference cadence. A percentage
eedback error was calculated using ( Eq. (7) ). An 80%-percentile er-

or was calculated from this feedback error to express the range of

he absolute error. A feedback score was calculated using the feed-

ack error ( Eq. (8) ). These feedback scores were obtained from cal-

ulations over the complete circuit including the disturbances due

o gait-related activities. 

eedbackerror ( i ) = 

( | Re f cadence ( i ) − Algorithm cadence ( i ) | 
re f cadence ( i ) 

)
×100% (7) 

eedback score ( i ) = 100% − Feedback error ( i ) (8) 

here i is the index in the interpolated cadence trace. 

.3. Comparison with conventional correlation procedures 

The CDA differs from the conventional correlation procedures

y the additional validation of the correlation peak using the SC

 Fig. 1 , Step 5). Therefore, to assess the added value of the SC for

he provision of instantaneous feedback, step five of the algorithm

as replaced by each of the three conventional correlation proce-

ures. These three procedures were: unbiased cross-correlation (b),

nbiased autocorrelation (c) and biased autocorrelation (d). The

tep durations for the cross-correlation and unbiased autocorrela-

ion ( Fig. 3 b, c) were calculated as the time to the first peak in

he correlation spectrum. For the biased autocorrelation, the time

o the highest peak in the correlation spectrum was used as step

uration ( Fig. 3 d). For these procedures, the magnitude of acceler-

tion was used in the correlation procedure to deal with the un-

nown sensor direction ( Fig. 3 b, c, d). Because magnitude is used,

he procedures cannot differentiate between steps or strides and

re therefore implemented as step-detection procedures. This im-

lies that the limits of the stride duration (0.4–2 s) were set to 0.2–

 s for the step duration and the (stride based) cadence feedback

as doubled. 

. Results 

.1. Direct comparison with the reference strides 

In total 14,881 strides were evaluated (mean ± SD: 676 ± 92.7

er subject) (see Table 2 for the details of each activity). For the

even dedicated sensors and the three smartphones, mean true

ositive rates (TPR) ranged from 85.6 to 100.0% and false posi-

ive rates (FPR) from 0.0 to 2.9% during walking, running, and both

ypes of sprinting ( Fig. 2 ). The mean score over the all circuits, in-

luding all disturbances and transitions, ranged, for TPR from 72.9

o 91.2%, and for FPR from 0.1 to 3.4% ( Fig. 4 ). Using one-way

NOVA, significant differences were found in F1-scores between

ensor positions (Welch’s F (9, 81.07) = 12.35, p < .001). Post-hoc

nalyses indicated that the accuracy was significantly lower for the

and-held sensor (mean ± SD: 82.94 ± 6.03%) compared to all other

ensor positions ( p < .001). 

.2. Comparison between sensor positions 

The feedback score was used to calculate a median agreement

ver the subjects. For the CDA, these ranged from 98.8% (Hand)

o 99.0% (Heel) for walking, running and the two sprinting condi-

ions. The 80%-percentile feedback error ranged from 2.5% (Instep)

o 3.2% (Hand), indicating that for 80% of the detected strides feed-

ack errors fell within this range. For the complete circuit includ-

ng all interruptions, median agreement ranged from 98.6 to 98.9%

nd 80%-percentile feedback error from 3.1 (Heel) to 4.6% (Hand). 
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Fig. 3. Correlation procedures. The respective procedures are based on: (a) The Sylvester’s criterion (SC), as used in the CDA; (b) Cross-correlation; (c) Unbiased autocorre- 

lation; (d) Biased autocorrelation. The left panels display the signals used as input for the correlation. Only the SC (a) is reliant on separate tri-axial accelerations. The other 

procedures use magnitude accelerations as input for the correlation procedure. The cross-correlation based procedures (a, b) use signals divided into sequential parts A and 

B, where the correlation signal will be as long as the duration of B. Instead, the autocorrelation-based procedures (c, d) use a replica of the whole signal. The right panels 

display the signal used for peak detection. The right panel of the SC displays the sum of the 3 × 3 correlation signals resulting from tri-axial signal. For the other procedures, 

the correlation output is used. The dotted line is the part of the signal that can be ignored since these peaks fall outside the window in which the next stride or step can be 

expected. Only the SC (a) procedure is a stride detection procedure, while the other procedures can be classified as step-detection procedures and window limits are thus 

set accordingly (resp. 0.4–2 s and 0.2–1 s). 
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Fig. 4. True and false positives rates. The bars represent the true (upper: TPR) and false positives rates (lower: FPR) detected by the CDA. The rates are based on all sensor 

positions for the complete circuit, for walking, running and sprinting with a sudden start-stop (sprint1) and sprinting with a gradual speed increase-decrease (sprint2). Note 

the small number of false positives detected by the CDA in all conditions. The asterisk (right most three conditions) denotes the smartphone measurements. 
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.3. Comparison between correlation procedures 

Fig. 5 illustrates the median feedback scores for the various

ensor positions between the four correlation procedures. The SC-

ased procedure provides substantially higher cadence feedback

greement (mean ± SD: 98.9 ± 0.2%) relative to the three other cor-

elation procedures: cross-correlation (87.3 ± 13.5%), biased auto-

orrelation (73.0 ± 16.2) and unbiased autocorrelation (82.2 ± 20.6).

ote that both the between sensor variation and the between sub-

ect variation are very low for the SC-based procedure ( Fig. 5 a). 

. Discussion 

Correlation procedures are commonly used to determine the

undamental movement frequency from acceleration patterns. Con-

entional correlation procedures depend on sensor position and

rientation and are prone to false negatives or positives. The CDA

escribed in this paper is robust to variation in sensor placement

nd the validation of the correlation peaks improved accuracy

ompared to conventional correlation procedures. More specifi-

ally, the CDA excelled especially in a low number of FP’s, which is

mperative for an accurate estimation of cadence. 

.1. Comparison between procedures for cadence feedback 

Whilst the CDA performance is completely independent from

ensor placement, the cross-correlation ( Fig. 5 b) and the unbiased

utocorrelation ( Fig. 5 c) only provided reasonably well results for

ensors placed at central positions, e.g. the waist or chest, although

hey also performed reasonable for the upper-arm, a commonly

sed developed with the limitations position for carrying smart-

hones. The biased autocorrelation ( Fig. 5 d) procedure was less

ccurate for all sensor positions. Depending on the sensor posi-

ion, algorithms may predominantly be more sensitive to steps or

trides. The underlying assumption is that either the step or stride

requency consistently dominates the correlation spectrum. Our re-

ults show that this assumption is not valid under many conditions

s the conventional procedures seem to alternate between detec-

ion of steps and strides or wrongly detect other spurious corre-

ation peaks. Overall, the conventional correlation procedures find

ore false positives and as our results show, even in positions

here one would expect more consistent findings for detected

trides (instep, heel). The new SC-based procedure is independent

f sensor position, It showed high robustness between participants
ith differences in running style, sensor fixation and speeds. It

erformed well across activities including short gait interruptions

nd a wide speed range and generated robust results across all

ensor positions. This illustrates that it was not affected by sensor

lignment, fixation or orientation. Note that, despite the deliber-

tely introduced highly variable measurement conditions, the CDA

id not require any calibration or parameter adjustments. Outside

aboratory settings, users wear sensors as they prefer, which leads

o a wide variety of possible sensor positions, orientations and fix-

tions. Therefore, the high adaptability shown by the CDA is an

mportant improvement. 

.2. Real-time processing and adaptability 

Only a few of the algorithms in the literature were designed

or real-time detection of stride times [4,6,22] or have been tested

sing smartphone data [15,17] . The correlation procedure was cho-

en as a basis for the CDA because of its known low computational

oad and because it does not rely on thresholds. The computational

oad is further minimized by estimating required buffer length,

re-terminating the process when possible and direct stride-to-

tride comparison with cross-correlation. The SC can in princi-

le be applied to all correlation methods, but cross-correlation on

trides is preferred to make the algorithm adapt quickly, prevent

eedback latency and to improve accuracy. 

.3. Ecological validity 

Most often, algorithms are not designed to deal with the chal-

enges of everyday conditions, or they are not tested in a repre-

entative manner. Everyday conditions involve diverse short gait

pisodes, often with sudden transitions. In contrast, most pub-

ished algorithms have been tested within constrained conditions.

or example, during steady-state walking only, sometimes even

hile walking in sync with a metronome [6,17] , or for a small

umber of steps only. While other algorithms require multiple sen-

ors or a specific sensor orientation. An additional limitation of

any studies is that algorithms are validated using averages over

ime-intervals [2] . With the use of averages, FP’s and FN’s could

ancel each other out. For example, Fortune et al. [2] did test their

lgorithm on jogging, reporting 97% (IQR: 6%) median agreement,

ut used average stride counts instead of instantaneous compar-

sons and only over circuits of 8.5 m. In addition, their algorithm

equired input from three given sensors with a known orientation.
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Fig. 5. Cadence feedback scores. Boxplot of results regarding the cadence feedback on the complete circuits, including the different gaits, activities and transitions, respec- 

tively for the Sylvester’s criterion (SC) (a), the Cross-correlation (b), Unbiased autocorrelation (c) and the Biased autocorrelation (d) based procedures. For this comparison, 

the durations of either strides (a) or steps (b–d) found by the each procedure was 5th order median filtered and interpolated to a 3 Hz grid to allow instantaneous compar- 

isons (see Material and procedures for details) on the percentage agreement. Note the high percentage agreement ( > 97%) as well as the very small ranges between subjects 

and sensor positions for the SC (a) compared to the other algorithms. 
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Therefore, in the present study, the timing of reference strides with

the algorithm was tested instantaneously. In addition, we used a

wide speed range (1.5–5.7 m s −1 ) and validated across a diversity

of signals derived from 10 different sensor positions. To our knowl-

edge, there has not been an algorithm that was tested this rigor-
usly, while dealing with all challenges (orientation, position, gait-

ctivities) simultaneously. Noteworthy is that the smartphones, de-

pite their weight and the possible negative influence of lower

ample frequencies and jitter, did not differ in performance from

he dedicated (small, light-weight) sensors. This further illustrates
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he high ecological validity of our study compared to the existing

iterature. 

.4. Limitations 

In this study, we compared the algorithm with correlation pro-

edures, since the algorithm can be regarded as an extension to

onventional correlation procedures. By plugging in these algo-

ithms, we were able to make a direct comparison, since the same

re-processing could be used. However, the performance of these

rocedures may be improved by other filters or window-lengths or

dditional thresholds. For example, the autocorrelation procedures

an be improved by increasing window-length. With the disadvan-

age that this would delay the feedback, but also reduce accuracy

f the immediate frequency estimate, since autocorrelation proce-

ures provide an average over the selected window length. Espe-

ially during irregular or varying patterns such as during speed

hanges or pathological gait, longer window lengths would lead to

rrors. For the CDA, the effective window length does not need to

e larger than one stride to provide accurate results. It remains to

e investigated how it will compare to other algorithms in chal-

enging situations. The CDA was developed with the limitations

f smartphone processing in mind. Moreover, during the devel-

pment we have implemented the algorithm successfully on the

martphones. However, the performance in terms of computational

oad has not yet been tested extensively and further optimizations

ight be required to decrease computational load. The CDA was

ot designed to detect specific spatiotemporal gait events, since a

eneric solution for specific event-detection that works across all

ensor positions is most likely elusive. However, for specific appli-

ations, it could be interesting to expand the algorithm with the

alculations of specific spatiotemporal events. The low number of

P’s will allows calculations of contact time [25,26] , vertical oscil-

ation [27] and arm swing [28] . 

.5. Population 

The algorithm was specifically designed for the use of walking

nd running during sport activities. For this reason, the algorithm

as only tested with young subjects. The large variation between

ensor signals, as a consequence of variation in positions, fixations

nd gait types, may well outweigh any potential bias caused by

he limited age-range of our subjects. However, slow movements

ith low amplitude that may occur with aging could lead to a de-

rease in performance of the CDA. In general, we would expect di-

inished performance in situations with low signal-to-noise ratio

nd/or when stride-to-stride variation is high. Therefore, for spe-

ific patient groups (e.g. Parkinson patients) the CDA may face ad-

itional challenges and performance in such specific situations re-

ains to be investigated. 

.6. Application and future research 

Pathological gait is often asymmetrical and sensors seldom are

erfectly aligned centrally on the body. Under these conditions

ccurate detection of strides is a challenge. We expect that our

DA will also perform well under such circumstances. Technically,

he CDA detects competed cycles. Therefore, we would expect the

DA to perform also well during other cyclic activities. This would

ake the algorithm suitable for multi-sport purposes. In future

esearch, the performance of the CDA could be evaluated during

ther cyclic activities (e.g. swimming, cycling, rowing, skating) and

or patient populations with irregular gait patterns. In addition,

omplimentary algorithms could be developed to add automatic

ctivity recognition (e.g. walking, running or cycling), or to detect

pecific spatiotemporal events (e.g. initial foot contact or toe-off). 
. Conclusion 

The proposed algorithm (CDA) proved to be consistently more

ccurate in detecting cadence compared to conventional correla-

ion procedures, across gaits, subjects and sensor positions. By vali-

ating completed cycles (strides) the CDA overcomes the limitation

f sensor position accuracy of conventional correlation procedures.

he CDA was designed to be suitable for real-time smartphone-

rocessing and was challenged by including a diversity of gait-

elated activities to ensure its robustness in everyday conditions.

hese results encourage exploring the CDA in other cyclic sports

ike cycling, rowing, cross-country skiing, speed skating and other

hallenging situations such as analysis of patients’ gait. 
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ppendix A 

In the next section, the validation of correlation peaks using the

ylvester’s Criterion (SC) will be explained in more detail. Cross-

orrelation of sequential strides produces correlation peaks in the

orrelation spectrum at the overlap of one step or one stride. De-

ending on the sensor position (on a limb or on the trunk) either

teps or strides may dominate the correlation spectrum. In addi-

ion, there may be additional spurious correlation peaks. When

his happens inconsistently, the estimated frequency result will be-

ome unreliable. The SC is used to validate the peaks in the corre-

ation spectrum to consistently denote only the peaks that corre-

pond with strides, or more generally, cycles. 

In human gait, with the sensor perfectly aligned with the Earth

nd anatomical axes and centrally placed on the body, the domi-

ant frequencies of the three axes of acceleration differ. The fre-

uencies of the vertical and horizontal will be twice the frequency

easured in the mediolateral axis. Consequently, when we have

wo sequential strides, the cross-correlation at one step overlap be-

ween axes will be negative for the mediolateral direction, while it

ill be positive in the vertical and horizontal direction ( Fig. 2 on

he left). At one stride overlap, all the directions will provide pos-

tive correlations ( Fig. 2 on the right). When the sensor is not per-

ectly aligned with the Earth and anatomical axes the amplitude

f the mediolateral signal is blended with the traces of the other

wo axes. Consequently, the negative correlation of the mediolat-

ral axis at one step overlap may be unobserved, while the power

f the correlation will be reduced. Therefore, it is better to ver-

fy that the correlation is positive for any direction, rather than

solating or combining accelerations from 3 sensor axes. This is

one by using the correlations between all axes instead, thus the
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whole correlation matrix ( Eq. (A.1) ), and verifying that this matrix

is positive-definite, rather than only verifying that it has positive

values on the diagonal. 

The procedure starts with calculating the cross-correlation as:

X i = [ A i ] × [ B i ] 

X i = 

[ 

A x B x A y B x A z B x 

A x B y A y B y A z B y 

A x B z A y B x A z B z 

] 

(A.1)

where A i is a i × 3 matrix of the last i samples of signal A and B i is

the i × 3 matrix of the first i samples of signal B . X i is the cross-

correlation matrix (with 3 × 3 correlation traces) with an overlap

of length i . Then, correlations are summed: 

X sum , i = X i , ( 1 , 1 ) + X i , ( 2 , 2 ) + X i , ( 3 , 3 ) (A.2)

From X sum , i the indices of the peaks ( i peak ) are selected by find-

ing the index where diff( X sum , i ) changes direction from positive to

negative. The sum is here more preferable than the often-used root

mean square, as it leaves the sign of the amplitudes as it is. 

At each peak index and adjacent samples the Sylvester’s Crite-

rion ( Eqs. (A .4) –(A .5) ) is tested. Adjacent samples are tested in a

specific order i peak + [ −1 + 1 −2 + 2]. 

X 

m 

i = 

1 

3 

1 ∑ 

j= −1 

X i + j (A.3)

Where X 

m 

i 
is the 3rd-order averaged correlation matrix at index

i . In this study, the selected indexes were 3rd-order averaged (the

signals’ frequency was forced to 50 Hz in a previous step) for more

robust results. 

The Sylvester’s Criterion is defined by Eqs. (A .4) and (A .5) . 

M i = X 

m 

i + X 

m T 
i (A.4)

M i is calculated for the nine cross-correlation coefficients at the

peak index by summing ( X 

m 

i 
) with its transpose ( X 

m 

i 
T ). This oper-

ation results in a symmetrical matrix ( M i ). 

S C i = d et 
(
M i , ( 1 , 1 ) 

)
> 0 & det 

(
M i , ( 1 , 1 ) , ( 1 , 2 ) , ( 2 , 1 ) , ( 2 , 2 ) 

)
> 0 & det ( M i ) > 0 (A.5)

The SC verifies the 3 × 3 matrix M i as positive-definite when

the determinants of all square upper left corner sub-matrices of M

are positive ( Eq. (A.5) ). This indicates a positive correlation inde-

pendent of sensor orientation. 

Suggested readings 

Weisstein, Eric W. "Positive Definite Matrix." From MathWorld–

A Wolfram Web Resource. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/

PositiveDefiniteMatrix.html . 
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